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tractordata com is the internet s largest tractor resource with data on 17 556 farm lawn and industrial tractors
for 20 years tractordata com has been providing tractor specifications to farmers homeowners and the machinery
industry tractor high power low speed traction vehicle and power unit mechanically similar to an automobile or
truck but designed for use off the road the two main types are wheeled which is the earliest form and continuous
track tractors are commonly used in agriculture and construction a tractor is an engineering vehicle specifically
designed to deliver a high tractive effort or torque at slow speeds for the purposes of hauling a trailer or
machinery such as that used in agriculture mining or construction a versatile and all rounder vehicle used in
agriculture a tractor is a single solution for pulling moving ploughing tilling and hauling soils and materials
moreover it can be coupled with trailers rotary cutters pallet forks and cultivators to create personalized unique
farming operations a tractor is a vehicle with large rear wheels designed for lifting pulling and pushing heavy
loads it gets its name from the fact that it s designed to deliver high traction at low speed its main
characteristics include four wheel drive power steering and a diesel engine this john deere tractor is doing both
at the same time the tractor powers the machinery inside the hay baler it s pulling behind it tractors have large
and powerful diesel engines just like bulldozers cranes railroad trains ships and other giant machines



tractordata com information on all makes and models of tractors May 21 2024 tractordata com is the internet s
largest tractor resource with data on 17 556 farm lawn and industrial tractors for 20 years tractordata com has
been providing tractor specifications to farmers homeowners and the machinery industry
tractor definition history types examples facts Apr 20 2024 tractor high power low speed traction vehicle and
power unit mechanically similar to an automobile or truck but designed for use off the road the two main types are
wheeled which is the earliest form and continuous track tractors are commonly used in agriculture and construction
tractor wikipedia Mar 19 2024 a tractor is an engineering vehicle specifically designed to deliver a high tractive
effort or torque at slow speeds for the purposes of hauling a trailer or machinery such as that used in
agriculture mining or construction
what is a tractor its parts types and uses Feb 18 2024 a versatile and all rounder vehicle used in agriculture a
tractor is a single solution for pulling moving ploughing tilling and hauling soils and materials moreover it can
be coupled with trailers rotary cutters pallet forks and cultivators to create personalized unique farming
operations
9 types of tractors and their uses in different industries Jan 17 2024 a tractor is a vehicle with large rear
wheels designed for lifting pulling and pushing heavy loads it gets its name from the fact that it s designed to
deliver high traction at low speed its main characteristics include four wheel drive power steering and a diesel
engine
how do tractors work explain that stuff Dec 16 2023 this john deere tractor is doing both at the same time the
tractor powers the machinery inside the hay baler it s pulling behind it tractors have large and powerful diesel
engines just like bulldozers cranes railroad trains ships and other giant machines
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